A Community Mental Health Agency in London Ontario, serving more than 1500 people diagnosed with a Mental Illness

Built on Recovery, Hope, Dignity

www.wotch.org
A Sincere Thank You From All of Us at WOTCH and Impact!!
You Might Think Of This:
Perhaps Even This?
But We're More Than That!!
What is Impact?

- WOTCH's Social Enterprise
What we do

For Profit Junk Removal

While still caring about our community and environment
For Profit Junk Removal
While still caring about our community and environment
Why do we matter?
What is Impact doing?
Triple bottom line
Recycle
Employment
Currently Employ 15 individuals with lived of experience of a mental illness
Local
BEST OF LONDON
2013 WINNER
The London Free Press

BEST JUNK REMOVAL/RECYCLING
IMPACT JUNK SOLUTIONS
How we help...
Stigma
Stigma

I'm dealing with depression. Stupid names don't help

http://teenmentalhealth.org/curriculum/student-modules/module-1-the-stigma-of-mental-illness/
impact
Junk Solutions
We don’t just REMOVE the Junk, We provide the SOLUTION!
534 Queens Avenue, London, ON  N6B 1Y6
Our Partnership With

LAWSON
HEALTH RESEARCH INSTITUTE
poverty
WOTCH and Impact have been working closely with the Community University Research Alliance (CURA) Project to Evaluate

• The Impact of Employment on One's Poverty and Social Inclusion
• Does Providing a Supportive Work Environment as a Social Enterprise Lead to Positive Results
• How Can We Replicate and Share
Our Partnership with CURA Provides:

An Opportunity to Learn, Develop, Contribute, GROW
A Level of Evaluation We Could Not Provide
An Opportunity to Learn, Develop, Contribute, GROW
Our Agency, Employees, Service Recipients, Community, Stakeholders, and Families will benefit because of the Partnership Between the University and the Community!
A Sincere Thank You From All of Us at WOTCH and Impact!!